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                                    Gembites

                                    GemBites is setting a unique industry standard for fully decentralized casino and building a true provably fair blockchain casino!

                                    GemBites is developing verifiably fair Player vs Player (PvP) and Player vs Bot (PvB) cryptocurrency gambling games! It is also leading the way in the development of innovative real money casino games. Some of the apps here are considered as the best Real Money Casino Apps, which define the future of the casino gaming industry.
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                                                    Built on Polygon, allowing rapid transactions with low gas costs. Building natively on Polygon also allows for interoperability with EVM based blockchains such as Binance Smart Chain, Enjin's Efinity, Fantom  and other non-EVM chains such as Polkadot.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                                
                                                    Featuring fun and engaging games, with some of the industry's best picks like BlackJack, Limbo, Keno and Dice. As an added bonus, players can participate in passive games such as NFT collecting and lotteries.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                                
                                                    One of the most unique decentralized casinos ever seen. Everything from house funds, to game contracts are run on the blockchain, with no possibility of third parties skewing the odds.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                                
                                                    Fully open sourced, meaning you can verify our code and contracts to ensure that you are being treated fairly.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                                
                                                    True, non-manipulatable on-chain RNG powered by Chainlink Verifiable Random Function (VRF).

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                                
                                                    Initially planned to have 7 fully decentralized games, an NFT marketplace/trading platform built on Polygon OpenSea, a mobile app and a VR casino in the near future.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                

            

        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            Round 3 Contribution Has Started!

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Round 3 Contribution

                                        

                                        
                                            	0 GBTS

	1 GBTS ≈ $0.03

	15,000,000 GBTS



                                            
                                                0%

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            Buy
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Sales Information

                                        	Seed Funding (August 2020 - May 2021)	10,000,000 GBTS at $0.00375 average
	Round 1 Contribution (May 2021)	20,000,000 GBTS at $0.01
	Round 2 Contribution (May 2021 - June 2021)	15,000,000 GBTS at $0.02
	Round 3 Contribution	15,000,000 GBTS at $0.03
	QUICKSWAP LISTING	1 GBTS = $0.04
	Max Supply	100,000,000 GBTS
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                                    Read Our Whitepapers

                                    Here is our full documents that help you to understand about us.

                                

                                	
                                        Whitepaper
                                    
	
                                        Technical Whitepaper
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                                Arthur

                                Founder
                                
                                    I got my first crypto back in 2013 which lead to me to dive into the development and management of crypto projects, such as promoting them, working with exchanges and partnering up with other projects! Even though GemBites is our first project, I fully believe that our team can deliver an outstanding product, and set a new standard for decentralized gaming
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                                Kits

                                Lead Developer
                                
                                    Kits is an expert at designing scalable, secure and fast blockchain solutions. He has helped design the base infrastructure of the GemBites platform and helps coordinate the development team. He has experience in Solidity, Python data science and multiple blockchain frameworks and APIs.
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                                Blast Scout

                                Statistical Consultant and Business Solution Analyst
                                
                                    Blast Scout collects data from our games to optimize odds and obtain the best financial return to players. They provide feedback and modifications to ensure safety, scalability and an optimal experience for users and liquidity providers. They are experienced in statistical analysis and mathematical modelling.

                                

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                Ryan

                                Full Stack Developer
                                
                                    Ryan is an expert at writing safe, secure and scalable smart contracts and blockchain solutions. He also works on front-end integration with the Polygon network.
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                                Jack Jin

                                Smart Contract Developer
                                
                                    Jack Jin is highly-skilled Blockchain professional with hands-on experience building smart contracts and decentralized applications. He is a software engineer, decentralized application architect, certified blockchain engineer, and web developer.
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                                Sylvester

                                Chief Designer
                                
                                    Sylvester specializes in Adobe Photoshop, After effects, Illustrator, Premier pro, inDesign, Lightroom, Maxon Cinema and all things design! He is a master at his craft and can produce stunning visuals for the GemBites platform.
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                                            Q2 2021

                                            June

                                            
                                                Release onto QuickSwap exchange

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Q3 2021

                                            July

                                            
                                                Provider Pool Open

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Early Q3

                                            July

                                            
                                                initial release

                                                1 fully developed game

                                                2 games published for public testing

                                                Lottery, and NFT draw released

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Late Q3 2021

                                            September

                                            
                                                CEX listing

                                                3 games fully developed

                                                2 games published for testing

                                                Potentially added a weighted distribution of ULP incase of filling ULP

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Early Q4 2021

                                            November

                                            
                                                First PvP Tournament

                                                5 games completed

                                                2 games published for public testing

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Late Q4 2021

                                            December

                                            
                                                More CEX listings!

                                                7 games completed

                                                Releasing information about the year 2022, GemBites V2
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                                            What is Gembites? 

                                            
                                                
                                                    GemBites is a revolutionary decentralized casino being developed on the Polygon network. It has many features that set it aside from other casinos such as house stake pools, NFT airdrops and passive lotteries. Another similar platform is nạp tiền shbet, which is considered one of the best bookmakers with a wide range of games ranging from Live Casino to online sports betting, lotteries, card games, poker, lottery, shooting fish, and exploding jars.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Cool! When can I play? 

                                            
                                                
                                                    GemBites is planning a Testnet launch in July to allow time to get multiple audits before launch. We are doing this to prevent the loss of user funds due to exploits. If all goes according to plan, you can expect a Mainnet launch by August.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Where can I buy GemBites? 

                                            
                                                
                                                    At the moment, GemBites is in its ICO phase. You can purchase tokens at https://GemBites.com, or message us on Discord/Telegram.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            The tokenomics look very centralized! There's such a large dev fund. 

                                            
                                                
                                                    Developer tokens will be put in a timelock contract. We plan on doing a 40/30/20/10 % release accross the span of one year to prevent concentration and price impact. Moreover, a major part of unsold tokens will be burnt to further reduce the circulating supply.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                         

                                        
                                            Is this a new project? I thought this was launched already? 

                                            
                                                
                                                    GemBites was delayed due to some issues that occurred in Q4 2020 and Q1 2021. We are now on track to meet the timeline outlined above. Here you can read more about our past.

                                                

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
        
         
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Join our community

                                Join our fastly growing GemBite's communities over Discord and Telegram!
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                                        Copyright © 2021, GemBites.

                                        Disclaimer: If you reside in a location where lottery, gambling, or betting over the internet is illegal, please do not click on anything related to these activities on this site. You must be 21 years of age to click on any gambling related items even if it is legal to do so in your location. Recognising that the laws and regulations involving online gaming are different everywhere, players are advised to check with the laws that exist within their own jurisdiction or region to ascertain the legality of the activities which are covered. The games provided by GemBites are based on blockchain, fair, and transparent. When you start playing these games, please take note that online gambling and lottery is an entertainment vehicle and that it carries with it a certain degree of financial risk. Players should be aware of these risks and govern themselves accordingly. This disclaimer is subject to change at any time. 

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
    

    
    
    
    
